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Abstract
The majority of Irish passage tombs (c. 230) predominantly date to the Middle Neolithic (c. 3600–3000
BC). A small number of summit cairns may also contain passage tombs because of their round form,
proximity and intervisibility. The island’s passage tombs and related cairns share distinguishing
characteristics – elevated siting, visibility and long-range views of distant horizons in varying directions
of the compass. This chapter presents the findings of the first scenic analysis of the horizon and views
at these sites recorded at an island scale. The method uses measured orientations of horizon sectors
related to observed variation in horizon range. This shows that tomb location was likely selected with
a preference for view of the distant horizon and, curiously, also in the northerly direction in many cases.
This sector of the horizon lies beyond the extreme rising and setting limits of the sun and moon. It is
also the region of circumpolar stars which never rise or set and are perpetual in a viewing sense. The
hypothesis that the process of cremation released the spirit of the dead to travel to the abode of the
ancestors in the north sky, a zone commonly associated with death and the afterlife by other later
cultures, is explored.

The North Sky and the Otherworld:
Journeys of the Dead in the Neolithic Considered
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Introduction

There is a curious but relevant similarity in the endeavours of early nineteenth century surveyors in
Ireland and the builders of Neolithic passage tombs long before them. Albeit of very different
chronologies and purpose, both constructed cairns on the summits of hills and mountains making each
prominent on the skyline and with views of the distant horizon.
In 1826, one of the 39 survey stations used for the principal triangulation of Ireland was
constructed on the summit of Slieve Donard, Co. Down. This is the highest peak in the Mourne
Mountains (elevation 853 m above mean sea level) and affords great vantage over the surrounding
landscape, Irish Sea and south-west Scotland (Fig. 1). Triangulation involved angle and distance
measurement to dimensionally scale the network of these sparse control points, a critical reference
frame for the new maps of the island published at the then unprecedented scale of 6 in. to one mile.
The task for the surveyors on Slieve Donard involved laying a square stone ‘megalith’ measuring 3.5 ft
X 3.5 ft, marked with a bored hole in the centre. Next, the ‘Great Theodolite’ was positioned to enable
observation of the angles to outlying similar stations. On completion, a vertical timber pole mounded
by a dedicated cairn of loose stones was built over the slab to enhance its long range visibility (Clarke
& James, 1858: 35). Height and associated intervisibility with other primary control stations on distant
peaks were the principal attributes of this scientific infrastructure. Unluckily, Slieve Donard was also
the location for a pair of Neolithic cairns set 237 m apart, one of which was delimited by contiguous
transversely-set kerbstones making it a likely passage tomb. These were the highest such extant
prehistoric structures in Ireland and northwest Europe at that time but their location conflicted with
the task of the survey.
The larger of the prehistoric structures, known as the ‘The Great Cairn’, had a basal diameter of
24.4 m. The apex offered a conveniently elevated platform on which to situate the stone slab
described above. The relative locations of the survey station and added ‘survey cairn’ are illustrated
in Fig. 1c. It is documented that Lt. Col. Thomas Colby, who directed the triangulation survey and had
a professed indifference to antiquity, ordered the destruction of this ancient monument (Andrews,
2001: 96, 163). The logical deduction is that Colby would have first destroyed and infilled the burial
chamber cavity to stabilise the ground prior to laying the heavy stone slab which marked the survey
point. During a subsequent triangulation campaign to geodetically connect the survey networks of
Ireland and Great Britain in 1841, a theodolite located in Scotland was mistakenly trained upon the
extant adjacent ‘Lesser Cairn’ on Slieve Donard. When this error was detected during the calculation
phase, that monument was similarly pulled asunder prior to a re-observation of the angles. These
accounts document how two of the island’s passage tombs were destroyed by human agency—a fate
that undoubtedly befell others in the millennia following the Neolithic. The recorded monuments
considered in this chapter, the two hundred and thirty passage tombs and 36 related unclassified
hilltop cairns, are the surviving corpus (Fig. 2a). Many of the latter, although unexcavated or ruined,
are considered by archaeologists to be likely passage tombs, inter alia, because of their landscape
siting, proximity to known tombs, and round form (O'Sullivan & Downey, 2011).

Fig. 1

(a) Slieve Donard, Co. Down looking west (photo: F Prendergast); (b) viewshed from summit of Slieve
Donard (HeyWhatsThat.com); (c) plan of The Great Cairn, Slieve Donard (courtesy: National Archives Dublin Ref.
OS Fair Plan 105; Sam Moore is credited with the discovery of this drawing)

Fig. 2

(a) Distribution of Irish passage tombs; (b) histogram of Irish passage tomb heights; (c) distribution of
passage tombs, Loughcrew Hills or Slieve na Cailliagh, Co. Meath

Topographical maps, print and digital, were an essential aid during the data collection phase of
the archaeoastronomical investigation of the tombs undertaken by the author. These are modern
products and the legacy of the trigonometrical survey of the 1820s, enabling ‘the translation of a
geography into a graphic image’ (Robinson, 1990: 1). In the prehistoric past, however, ‘maps’ would
have been a memorised intangible and cultural information system of local and distant landscapes,
horizons with varying range, built monuments, and skyscape (described later) imprinted not onto
paper but in the mind and memory. This chapter will explore how those landscapes, liminal horizons
and skies may have been imagined and culturally imbued by the passage tomb builders, primarily
constructed in the Middle Neolithic c. 3600–3000 BC.
Research on Irish passage tombs published elsewhere by the author has analysed their axial
orientation, alignment, intervisibility, and height characteristics (Prendergast, 2016, 2018, 2020).
However, any consideration of symbolism being embedded in horizon range related to orientation at
these sites has remained unpublished until now. Accordingly, the first analysis of this type of spatial
data will seek answers to several research questions. Were Irish passage tombs intentionally situated
to have vistas characterised by preference for a particular horizon range—restricted, intermediate or
distant? Might any preferred range category be delimited by an easily perceived and notable sector
of the horizon associated with astronomically interesting and symbolically meaningful orientation? If
detected, might such emerging evidence provide insights related to cosmological symbolism linked to
burial strategies and imagined journeys of the spirits of dead to an afterlife and otherworld?
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Landscape, Skyscape, Monuments and Perception

Theoretical considerations of landscape and space, and how these may have been comprehended in
the prehistoric past, are of fundamental importance in Irish and wider archaeological studies (e.g.
Cooney, 2000; Tilley, 1991). Then, people lived in places ‘that were imbued with meaning’, ‘derived
from a pre-existing world’ and ‘materialised through monuments and by association with elements of
the natural landscape’ (O'Brien, 2002: 156). More broadly, recent discourses on the crucial importance
and role of the sky have now rightly corrected the omission of its role in archaeological narratives and
brought human engagement with the celestial dome central to archaeological thought (Henty &
Brown, 2019; Prendergast, 2013; Silva & Campion, 2015). Skyscape as a concept, but here linked to
perceptions of the horizon, captures this universal human awareness of the heavenly portion of the
total environmental domain. Silva (2017: 4), for example, defines this comparatively new term as
’indigenous conceptual frameworks that constitute a society’s understanding of ”the heavens and the
celestial bodies and how they relate back down to human beliefs and practices”, to their notions of
time and place, to their structures and material remains’ (Silva, 2015: 3). The importance of
understanding past perceptions of the landscape, especially if connected with the sky, introduces
wider contexts critical to understanding the interrelated meaning and symbolism of both. Also by the
presence/absence of writing and our knowledge of religious beliefs and mythology, attempts at
imagining, interpreting or re-experiencing how humans engaged with their landscape and skyscape in
the distant past are inevitably constrained by our own temporal separation and cultural differences.
Advisedly then, any enquiry must be carefully approached and shaped using the widest range of
perspectives ideally supported by spatial data analysis, mindful that (and with applicability to the
meaning of skyscape) ’it is important not to forget that the contemporary term ‘’landscape’’ is highly
ideological’ (Tilley, 1994: 24).

In viewing space, modern regard for landscape and skyscape as an aesthetic source of human
interest and pleasure is likely to be in sharp contrast to what this meant to societies in prehistory.
Cycles of birth and death, identity and memory would have been intertwined with complex strategies
for survival that had little in common with contemporary notions of aesthetics and perceptions of
cosmos and landscape. Furthermore, myths and legends pertinent to the Neolithic, but clearly lost to
us, also 'have an immediate interest to archaeology in trying to unravel the nature and meaning of
ancient events and traditions’ (Darvill, 2002: 278). On the true nature of myth, the anthropologist LeviStrauss notes how some claimants suggest that human societies express fundamental feelings through
their mythology and use myths to 'try to provide some kind of explanations for phenomena which
they cannot otherwise understand—astronomical, meteorological, and the like.' (Lévi-Strauss, 1968:
207). Lewis-Williams also points out how Neolithic people almost certainly rationalised their world
view of a perceived tiered cosmos by narrating myths which likely described and regarded the cosmos
'as a framework for the origins, events, journeys, transformations and beings' described in those
myths’ (Lewis-Williams & Pierce, 2005: 149). Drawing on these ideas, if the analysis of horizons
encountered at Neolithic passage tombs and cairns can reveal hidden or previously unknown aspects
of a cosmology, especially relating to how journeys of the dead and afterlife were perceived, such
evidence might potentially bring insights on the myths themselves.
With the focus on naked-eye viewing of the sky in the prehistoric past, cyclical positions of the
celestial elements of the cosmos would not have perceptibly changed in a timescale lasting several
hundreds of years. The temporality of passage tomb building in this context has three phases—Early
Neolithic (3800–3600 BC), Middle Neolithic (3600–3000 BC) and Late Neolithic (3000–2400 BC). From
what is now reliably known, Stefan Berg and Hensey (2013) supplies twenty-five 14C dates obtained
from pin fragments at the Carrowmore passage tomb complex, Co. Sligo in western Ireland. These
span the period from 3775–3520 cal BC to 3304–2950 cal BC (all 95% probability), indicating
deposition mostly in the Middle Neolithic. In the east of the island, Muiris O'Sullivan et al. (2013: 34–
34) provides ten radiocarbon determinations obtained from the passage tomb known as the Mound
of the Hostages at Tara, Co. Meath, dating from 3370–2930 cal BC to 2870–2470 cal BC (all 95%
probability). At the nearby Knowth complex of twenty passage tombs in the Boyne Valley, George
Eogan and Kerri Cleary (2017: 378) provides 60 AMS 14C determinations on cremated and non-burnt
human bone obtained from nine of the tombs. The main phase of funerary activity at Knowth is
considered to have begun in 3169–3045 cal BC and ended in 3020–2920 cal BC (all 95% probability), a
duration of 100–220 years. The known date for the construction of the nearby Newgrange passage
tomb similarly fits a Middle Neolithic timeframe. A programme of radiocarbon dating on human bone
and cereal grains at a multi-phase passage tomb in Baltinglass, Co. Wicklow in eastern Ireland shows
an unusually long and atypical history spanning at least six centuries, 3700–2900 cal BC (Schulting,
McClatchie, Sheridan, McLaughlin, & Whitehouse, 2017). Synthesising then, Bergh and Hensey (2013)
suggests passage tombs ‘were not static entities but were the locale for complex multi-layered and
mostly poorly understood ritual practices, which evolved over time'. Based on the available evidence,
Bergh further asserts the tombs were 'multi-phase sites, often demonstrating extensive activity both
prior to, and following, the megalithic construction'. He highlights another diagnostic difference to
culturally differentiate the passage tomb tradition from the Neolithic court and portal tomb
traditions— the widespread recurrence of a distinctive pin fashioned from deer antler or animal bone,
often accompanying cremated bones found within the monuments. This corroborates the observation
by Michael Herity (1974) that passage tombs contained a distinctive assemblage of artefacts and grave
goods, had a unique shape of burial chamber (cruciform) in many cases, and used embellished
structural stones unlike anything discovered in the other tomb types. Quartz spreads are another wellknown decorative feature. Additionally, and where spatial overlap occurs, passage tombs are always
located at elevations higher than court and portal tombs. This finding advocates that height, and

relative height, was symbolic and hierarchical to the passage tombs builders (Prendergast, 2011).
Additional support for a shared belief system across the passage tomb tradition in Ireland is added
here using the example of polished stone axes. Some were made from porcellanite, a high-value finegrained stone found on Rathlin Island off the north coast of Co. Antrim yet discovered across Ireland
and Britain (Cooney, 1992). Axe production, though not exclusive to the Neolithic, greatly increased
in this period. A range of usages have been ascribed including depositions in hoards, in sacred places,
and to mark particular events. A number arrived here from Britain and Europe, some made of precious
jadeite, further suggesting such artefacts were imbued with symbolism and had ceremonial contexts.
Their wide geographical spread across the island, far beyond the source of their production, could
support the thesis that axe distribution was symbiotic to the diffusion of religious customs and ideas
specific to the passage tomb tradition. The above timelines, broadly c. 4000–2500 cal BC, next move
the discussion to a consideration of the palaeoenvironmental record, and how this may have impacted
on horizon range and associated views surrounding the tombs.
In the millennia since the Neolithic, the effects of precession and obliquity on the earth’s axis of
rotation have altered the apparent positions of observable celestial bodies. Modern planetarium tools
combined with digital models of the terrain allow exact reconstruction of those ancient skies and
scenes. Landscapes, by comparison, evolve unpredictably over short and long timescales due to
climatic and anthropogenic factors. This has a major bearing on the scenic analysis of present day
views if these are used to infer that similar conditions prevailed in the prehistoric past. Modelling the
impact of farming on woodland dynamics during the Neolithic is one approach to addressing such
uncertainties using studies of spatial and temporal changes in settlement patterns and demographics
in the Neolithic (McLaughlin et al., 2016). Relatedly, their analysis of radiocarbon-dated pollen shows
that for localised regions, in Ireland at least, deforestation can be linked to intensive phases of farming
activity. O’Connell, Molloy and Jennings (2020) present new evidence of such landscape change at a
Neolithic settlement in north Co. Mayo, western Ireland. The site is more widely known as the Céide
Fields, an extensive stone-wall field system now covered by blanket bog. That study provides
unambiguous evidence for substantial farming beginning c. 3800 BC, including widespread woodland
clearance. A distinct lull in farming lasting several centuries followed, with a resumption detected from
c. 2700 BC onwards. These data show how human activity was a determining factor in the complex
cycles of forestation and deforestation. O’Connell also stresses the well-recognised importance of the
Céide Fields for understanding farming impact on landscape during the Neolithic, not just in western
Ireland, but in Atlantic Europe, generally. If the findings for the Céide Fields region can be legitimately
extrapolated to other parts of the island, the safest conclusion for this discussion is that landscapes
fluctuated from complete forestation to more open vistas across the chronological period of tomb
building. As a consequence, height and proximity of the tree canopy surrounding specific burial sites
cannot be reliably modelled and this requires an examination of their landscape setting.
Spatial analysis of the topographical locations of passage tombs and related cairns demonstrates
their pronounced preference for vantage in the majority of cases. Survey fieldwork by the author at
every such site on the island can validate this claim. This attribute makes them prominent on the
skyline with an associated high degree of intervisibility (Bergh, 1995, Cooney & Grogan, 1999: 55–71,
Prendergast, 2020). Based on their measured elevations, Fig. 2(b) also reveals a bi-modal distribution
in tomb elevations. Although the majority (70%) are located at more moderate elevations (0 m–150
m), the remainder (30%) are predominantly located in upland topography above the 150 m contour
with a number located on very high summits such as Slieve Donard (see Fig. 1). Virtually all sites have
views of the distant horizon in varying directions of the compass with a view of the northern horizon
and northern sky being especially evident. Such siting and view characteristics are not encountered in
Neolithic court and portal tombs, even where these have spatial adjacency with the passage tombs.
The observed bi-modality in elevation could additionally reflect a possible religious stratification of

the landscape for burial purposes related, perhaps, to a partitioned world-view. In terms of chronology
and funerary traditions, court tombs broadly date to 3700–3200 BC and have trapezoidal-shaped
chambers set in a long cairn used to contain inhumed and cremated human remains. Portal tombs
date to 3800–3200 BC and had repeated episodes of inhumed burials. The burial chambers of passage
tombs were generally placed at the end of the access passage set within a round covering cairn
delimited by kerbstones, often richly embellished with megalithic art. The predominant burial rite was
cremation although unburnt bone (including from children) and the skulls and long bones of adults
are evident. A striking feature of passage tomb orientation is the discovery of wide-scale deliberate
alignment of the entrance to face another elevationally higher tomb or a related cairn (Prendergast,
2016). This finding suggests that view, and directed view from within the burial chamber, were an
elemental part of passage tomb cosmology.
Moving the discussion towards symbolism of the total environmental domain, Robert Hertz
(1907–1960: 96) is, perhaps, the earliest anthropologist to articulate ideas of a tiered cosmos and
cultural significance being attached to the horizon. Hertz draws on ethnographic studies by Tregear
(1904) which recorded cultural traditions in New Zealand’s Maori society. Tregear discovered how the
skyline was an elemental part of the Maori belief system and world view. Relevantly, their Kumara
crop could only be dug when the bright star Vega was above the horizon. To the Maori, the visible
likeness of a deified ancestor sometimes announced itself as a rising star identified as ‘Venus flashing
along the horizon’ (Tregear, 1904: 91). Culturally, this provides an example of the symbolism and
liminality of the intangible horizon. On liminality, the architectural theorist Pierre von Meiss (1989:
155) wrote ‘The horizon is a limit even if this limit is in reality intangible, because the more we advance,
the more the horizon is replaced by new horizons’.
In Ireland, commanding views of horizon are an obvious and notable feature associated with the
elevated siting of numerous passage tombs. Interestingly, investigation by Vicky Cummings of the
landscape setting of prehistoric megalithic chambered monuments in nearby north-west Wales
reveals very few exhibit intervisibility. The chronology of those particular monuments is poorly
understood, being related to their structural diversity and the lack of any agreed typology.
Furthermore, while three-quarters of the Welsh tombs investigated are located within view of the sea,
virtually all have a restricted view of the horizon in one direction related to their locations being on
the sides of hills or mountains as distinct from hilltop summits (Cummings & Whittle, 2004: 41–55).
Those findings suggest a binary relationship between burial location and view—of a restricted horizon
on land and of the distant horizon at sea. Typological certainty does attach to Bryn Celli Ddu, one of
only two developed passage tombs in that region. The differentiated chamber and passage are
astronomically aligned on sunrise at summer solstice (Burrow, 2010). Excavation of the tomb revealed
evidence of pre-cairn activity and fragments of cremated and unburnt adult human bone. Burrow
indicates the tomb was built between 3074 and 2956 cal BC, was ‘deliberately imbued with ‘’secret
knowledge’’ which would have required a level of initiation before it could be understood’, and to
being ‘textured with meaning’ from when construction commenced.
Thinking more broadly on cemetery and settlement locations having linkage to perceptions of the
horizon and sky, Hannon (1983: 264) notes the strong cultural tendency to place cemeteries on hilltops
so as to be generally remote from farmland, to have good drainage and, critically, be elevationally
closer to the perceived abode of deities and the spirits of the dead. In an analysis of settlement
processes throughout prehistoric Europe, Hamond (1981) concludes there were at least three
interacting factors to be considered: the locational strategy pursued, the influence of the local
environment, and past experience. It is suggested here that deciding where to dwell versus where to
place the remains of the dead are a dualism guided by pragmatic and spiritual principles, and an
architectural design determinant linked to the settlement process. More deeply, tradition and culture
dictate the form and location of a tomb to reflect the spiritual and cosmological principles of the

community. Beyond the immediacy of the morphology of the burial structure and tomb location, view
and any associated visual impact on the surrounding landscape may be more potent than the symbolic
power and function of the monument itself. Relatedly, Cooney (2000: 147–148) advocates the term
’complex’ should replace ‘cemetery’ to describe any cluster of distinctively located tombs. In the case
of passage tombs, this is because of their frequent siting on elevated ground, prominence in the
landscape and having entrances which often face larger centrally-placed tombs. Prendergast (2016)
provides backing for these ideas having additionally discovered, at an island scale, that where a tomb
entrance faces another tomb or related cairn, the targeted ‘focal’ tomb is always at a higher elevation.
This suggests an embedded hierarchy in tomb location linked with symbolism in height difference. The
eminent folklorist Dáithí Ó hÓgáin (1999: 20) combines the evidence from archaeology and folklore
to argue that the tendency to situate passage tombs on eminences and hilltops ‘in itself reflects a
desire to stress the social, and probably also the spiritual, importance attributed to them’. These ideas
reinforce Cooney’s thesis that the term ‘complex’, as opposed to ‘cemetery’, highlights the greater
range of ceremonial purposes attaching to these groups of monuments in particular. Figure 2c
illustrates a prime example of how passage tombs cluster on hilltops. Applied more broadly, hill and
mountain summits used as locations for tombs provide decidedly enhanced views of the distant
horizon and skyline. This is the intangible zone where most celestial bodies appear to rise and set, the
interface between the natural and supernatural worlds.
Writing on the symbolism of the horizon, Krupp (1997: 2) draws on ethnographic evidence related
to the Pueblo Indians of Chaco Canyon in northwest New Mexico. In that culture, circular form
signified their horizon, the rim of their world where the earth made contact with the sky. According
to Krupp, the world’s key cardinal directions are also found there, contain power, provide a template
for terrestrial order and are widely incorporated into everything from sand paintings to ceramics and
architecture. The architect Ian Ritchie also observes ‘The skyline can be seen as the traditional domain
of power, whether secular or religious’, adding ‘Skylines can themselves be monuments and
monumental’, and how we may read ‘the economic, political and religious geography, and history’
from the skyline (Ritchie, 2004: 10–11).
Moving next towards a quantitative analysis, the horizon at any location is easily profiled using
estimated measures of range and orientation determined by a stationary observer viewing the
surrounding space. Methodologically, this is termed ‘visibility analysis’ i.e. the determination of those
portions of the landscape that can be seen, the quantitative categorisation of its content, and the
qualitative assessment of the findings (Fellerman, 1986: 48). Visibility analysis is a sub-component of
the broader process termed ‘scenic analysis’, a visual language with the potential to reveal
perceptions, in this case of the horizon, possibly encoded in its character. These ideas are examined
in the following section.
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Scenic Analysis of the Horizon at Irish Passage Tombs

An historical description of the Irish landscape by the botanist Robert Lloyd Praeger (1937: 3) alludes
to the unusual character of the island’s topography being the result of ‘ancient crumplings of the
Earth’s crust’ resulting in the formation of mountain ranges in the coastal regions and a broad lowland
plain in the centre. He also noted how this had profoundly influenced early human settlement
patterns, ‘tending to push pre-existing cultures not into an inaccessible centre, as in most islands, but
into the mountain-fringe’. This is borne out in the observed distribution of c. 1,800 Neolithic tombs
(all classes) which largely avoid the interior lowland plain. The small number that do are exclusively
passage tombs, occupying hilltops as, for example, at Loughcrew, Co. Meath. Figure 2c illustrates the

complex of 18 passage tombs and 13 unclassified cairns dramatically clustered on the summits of the
Loughcrew Hills c. 150 m above the surrounding lowland. There, views of the horizon are profound,
varying in range according to the direction faced by the observer.
Variation in all horizon ranges is easily classified into distance zones for the purpose of quantitative
and qualitative analysis. In the 1970s, the Forest Service of the U. S. Department of Agriculture
included ‘Distance Zones’, divisions of the particular landscape being viewed and evaluated for their
scenic and resource content (Forest Service, 1974: 5, 7, 44). Three zonation categories were used:




Foreground—limited to a quarter to half-a-mile from the observer;
Middleground—extending from Foreground to 3–5 miles;
Background—extending from Middleground to Infinity.

Scenic analysis for archaeological purposes was first developed by the archaeologist David Fraser
(1983: 371–379) to examine the horizons surrounding 76 Neolithic cairns on Orkney, Scotland. The
aim there was to understand the relationships between the builders of chambered cairns and the land
in which they lived. That study correlated the variation in horizon range surrounding each cairn with
orientation, and used three categories of range to do so—Restricted (<500 m), Intermediate (500 m–
5 km) and Distant (>5 km). Fraser further divided each horizon surrounding a cairn into 10° sectors on
the compass and noted the bearings of junctions where distance category changed. It was found that:





Cairns were not located in places with extensive sectors of restricted visibility;
Cairns were located in places affording extensive sectors of intermediate visibility;
There was a very high probability that cairns were intentionally located to ensure visibility of the
distant horizon;
Distant visibility was predominantly towards two points of the compass—between east and south,
and towards the west.

Fraser also queried the need for the tomb builders of Orkney to have views with distant visibility
and in particular directions—south-east and west. At the latitude of Orkney (+59°), winter solstice
sunrise in the Neolithic would have occurred on a horizon of angular altitude 0° at azimuth c. 140° i.e.
south-east. In the west, the sun would have set in a position spatially midway between its directional
limits on the horizon at the winter and summer solstices. Overall, his conclusions were that the cairn
builders were likely aware of the cyclical movements of the brightest bodies in the sky but, given the
precision limitations of the data, astronomical hypotheses could neither be accepted or refuted
without further work (Fraser, 1988: 335).
This type of horizon scan was also used by the archaeoastronomer Clive Ruggles in the study of
300 western Scottish sites with upright or leaning standing stones. That interdisciplinary project
primarily investigated the axial azimuths and derived astronomical declinations of those monuments.
Horizon ranges at selected sites were additionally recorded, allowing the following preliminary
conclusions: some of the sites had ‘local horizons’ nearer than 1 km in particular directions; there was
a lack of evidence in the data to conclude that more distant horizons were preferred by the builders;
many sites indicated a local horizon in the south that could fall ‘within the limiting lunar range’
(Ruggles, 1984a: 281, 285). Data subsequently collected by Ruggles at other archaeological sites would
see a more comprehensive treatment of such horizon scan data with more meaningful results.
In the early 1980s, 97 recumbent stone circles (RSC) in Aberdeenshire, Scotland were examined
for their orientations, astronomical declinations and the character of the skyline as indicated by
horizon scans (Ruggles, 1984b). Except for two, the landscape settings are either on flat ground, hill
tops, or south to south-east facing slopes. Four horizon range categories were used by Ruggles (Fraser
used three) to evaluate skyline distances surrounding each RSC. Azimuths of the junctions between

each distance category were recorded, estimated by eye to the nearest degree. A graph of that data
shows the x-axis as azimuth and the y-axis as a percentage of horizons by category (Ruggles, 1984b,
Fig. 1). The obvious and general trend in that data indicates a distinct preference for avoidance of
horizons categorised as ‘near’ towards the south. Ruggles also found ‘no convincing evidence that
there existed a preference for very distant, as opposed to moderately distant, horizons in any
particular direction’.
The horizon was similarly investigated in two studies of Bronze Age rock art sites undertaken by
the archaeologist Richard Bradley. The first, of petroglyphs in Northumberland, England, found that
the inscribed panels were carefully located at viewpoints overlooking important prehistoric routes
(Bradley, Harding, Rippon, & Mathews, 1993). In each case, the extent of visibility was recorded in
three distance bands delimited by compass bearings—Restricted (<500 m), Intermediate (500 m–5
km) and Distant (>5 km). Bradley applied the same method to analyse vistas surrounding rock art
panels in Galloway, south-west Scotland (Bradley, Harding, & Mathews 1993) with statistically
supported correlations between topography, aspect and preference/avoidance of horizons in
particular distance bands as categorised above.
Turning now to the Irish passage tombs, Fraser’s methodology is adopted here to investigate the
horizon surrounding each of these monuments at an island scale. The aim is to test the data for
evidence of orientated visibility of the horizon being correlated with a specific distance band
(Restricted, Intermediate and Distant) and to interpret the findings.

4

Horizon Scans at Irish Passage Tombs

The majority of Irish passage tombs occur mostly in the northern half of the island. The distribution
pattern is irregular, strongly characterised by dense or dispersed clustering, and with a discernible
preference for elevated siting as earlier described. The inclusion of 36 unclassified hilltop cairns in the
analysis is justified because of their proximity to passage tombs in some cases or because these
structures, if isolated, are often found to be targeted in an alignment sense by the passage and
entrance of a passage tomb facing a cairn (Prendergast, 2016).
Methodologically, horizon scans to measure notable changes in distance category by orientation
were recorded at the sites shown in Fig. 2a. The technique described below was used because of its
speed and simplicity while simultaneously undertaking archaeoastronomical surveys at the tombs.
Horizon scans can be digitally created using height terrain data remotely captured by airborne
methods - photogrammetric or LiDAR. Since 2000, open-source space-based radar height data, termed
SRTM (Shuttle Radar Topographic Mission) by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration of
the United States (NASA) are available with near-global coverage at a resolution on the ground of 90
m (c. three arc seconds) globally and 30 m (c. one arc second) for North America. The latter was
released in 2015 (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 2014) and is suitable for generating horizon profiles
and panoramic views at user-specified locations (e.g., HeyWhatsThat Panorama Viewer, 2019, and see
Fig. 1b). ‘Horizon’ is another GIS tool used by archaeoastronomers investigating the alignment of built
structures (Smith, 2020). This is open-source software which generates horizon profiles and scans as
shown in Fig. 3 using Scragg passage tomb, Co. Roscommon in north-west Ireland as an example.
Figure 3a shows a north-west to north-east section of the horizon at Scragg cut from a full horizon
scan using NASA’s one arc second STRM height data. The paths of the sun at summer solstice and the
moon at major standstill are additionally shown. The scene is valid for 3000 BC July 18 in the Julian
calendar system, the date of summer solstice at that time (NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 2015).
Figure 3c illustrates a polar plot of the maximum horizon distance versus azimuth surrounding Scragg
tomb with Horizon’s default distance bands of 10 km–40 km.

Fig. 3

(a) Horizon profile and sky looking north from Scregg passage tomb (SMR: RO042-090----) computed
using Horizon v. 0.13a (Smith, 2020), valid for c. 3000 BC with additions by the author; (b) Scregg passage tomb
looking north (photo. F Prendergast). The cairn is denuded but kerbstones are extant. Sides formed of single
limestone slab and roof of single large stone. The plan shape of the chamber is undifferentiated (rectangular). It
has an isolated setting on the crest of hill with commanding views including of the distant north horizon. The
passage axis has an indicative azimuth of 146° and an astronomical declination -28°; (c) horizon distances
surrounding Scregg computed using Horizon v. 0.13a with NASA SRTM one arc second resolution terrain height
data. The viewshed is scaled in 10 km distance bands

If the cursor is placed inside the Horizon Distance Window of the ‘Horizon’ programme, the display
will interactively show azimuth and maximum horizon distance in that direction—an example of
distance category by orientation. On a cautionary note, unless high-resolution LiDAR data are used,
such digital tools will not give an accurate horizon scan where the range is Restricted (< 500 m). This
makes it necessary to use site-based naked-eye observations in such cases as next described.
Horizon scans were recorded at the Irish passage tombs using the method described by Fraser
(1983: 371). The magnetic bearings of junction points where landscape distances changed from
Restricted to Intermediate or Distant were observed with a hand-held compass (Silva Sight Master
graduated to 1°). These were later corrected to azimuths using the magnetic declination of date
(NOAA National Centers for Environmental Information, 2015). For analysis, the horizon was next
conceptually divided into 36 sectors of 10° and the observed visibility data compiled with a
spreadsheet. Table 1 explains the method with an example: columns one and two show hypothetical
field data, columns three and four show the generalised equivalent.
Table 1

Orientation of horizon visibility (sample data to outline method)
Field data
Field data generalised for analysis
Azimuth
Distance band
Azimuth
Distance band
0°–189°
Restricted
0°–190°
Restricted
189°–274°
Distant
190°–270°
Distant
274°–360°/0°
Intermediate
270°–360°/0°
Intermediate

Sector count (36)
19
8
9

Figure 4 shows the percentage frequency of occurrence of the three horizon categories or groups
(Distant, Intermediate and Restricted) obtained at 266 sites, compiled in Microsoft Excel using 9576
discrete values of azimuth variables in a 36 column x 266 row matrix.

Fig. 4

Horizon range by azimuth orientation for Irish passage tombs and related hilltop cairns.

The Two-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (also known as K-S2) at the 0.05 level of significance
determines if each of the three horizon categorical groups come from the same distribution (Table 2).
The results show that the three horizon categories are from different distributions and the null
hypothesis is rejected.
Table 2

Statistical comparison of horizon range groups

Group comparison

D-stat

D-crit

p-value (0.05)

Null hypothesis

Distant versus Intermediate

0.095

0.033

<0.001

Reject H0

Distant versus Restricted

0.103

0.041

<0.001

Reject H0

Intermediate versus Restricted

0.073

0.046

<0.001

Reject H0

The one-way ANOVA (analysis of variance) test further examines if a statistically significant
difference exists between the group means. The assumptions for this test require that the dependent
variables are normally distributed and their variances homogenous. The recorded measurements do
not fully satisfy the requirements of this test. Nonetheless, it is useful to present the groups means
and their variances to indicate the considerable differences in the three distributions (Table 3) and
how this reveals the Distant Horizon category (D) as being the preferred range at the majority of sites.
The Fit Distribution Tool of MATLAB (an interactive system for numerical computation) was also used
to analyse D, this being the most distinctive of the three classes of horizon range with culturally
meaningful potential. That test failed to find any distribution, including the normal distribution, fitting
the data.
Table 3 Summary statistics of group means: Distant, Intermediate and Restricted horizon range
Group

Count

Mean frequency

Variance

Distant horizon

36

164.6

418.8

Intermediate horizon

36

63.6

278.5

Restricted horizon

36

37.8

54.7

Observationally, the data in Fig. 4 show a discernible, though not statistically supported, rise in
the frequency of the orientation of visibility in the Distant horizon distribution being symmetrically
centred about true or geographical north (0° azimuth). Interpretatively, this pattern of increase
broadly coincides with three astronomically distinctive regions in the northern sky. Each are closely
correlated in terms of their angular width and direction and would be obvious to any observer with
an interest or purpose in naked-eye watching of the cyclical movements of prominent celestial bodies
on or above the horizon, now or in prehistory. These are termed sectors S1, S2 and S3 in Fig. 4:




Sector S1: zone bounded by the azimuthal limit of circumpolar stars;
Sector S2: zone lying north of the azimuthal limits of the rising/setting sun at summer solstice;
Sector S3: zone lying north of the azimuthal limits of the rising/setting moon at major standstill.
Table 4 shows the azimuths and astronomical declinations associated with S1, S2 and S3.

Table 4

Azimuthal limits of circumpolar sector (S1); azimuthal limits and astronomical declinations for
northerly limits of the rising/setting sun (S2) and moon sector (S3)

Circumpolar
star limit at
west
elongation

Circumpolar
star limit at
east
elongation

Setting sun
at
summer
solstice

Rising sun
at
summer
solstice

Northerly
limit of
setting
moon at
major
standstill

S1

S1

S2

S2

S3

S3

Azimuth

305°–308°.5

51°.5–55°

314°

46°

324°

36°

Astronomical
declination

–

–

+24°

+24°

+28°

+28°

Northerly
limit of
rising moon
at major
standstill

Table valid for the latitude range of Ireland c. 51°.5 N–55° N, c. 3000 BC

The horizon scan data presented here could suggest human societies in the prehistoric past, apart
from having a conceptual framework of their world, might also have held special regard for the
northern sky broadly identified by the sector arc limits and the distant horizon as shown in Fig. 4. This
region is in diametric opposition to the southerly sky and horizon which embraces the life-giving and
light-giving qualities of the sun and moon. Could this bi-partite division of the whole horizon suggest
a religious or ritual concern with the northern sky being the perceived and reserved realm of the dead?
Such a proposition associates death with religious beliefs, the most common feature of which is ‘a
belief in non-physical beings’ (Cooney, 2000: 87). Cooney also claims that the ‘dead are everywhere’—
true if referring to the deposited corporeal remains of the living in burial tombs. Here, the enquiry has
more to do with the perceived journey and abode of the spirits of the dead in an imagined afterlife
and prompts asking—what might have been so distinctive about the northern sky and the distant
horizon in the minds of Neolithic people?

5

The Northern Sky Considered

The region of sky defined by circumpolar stars (S1 in Fig. 4 and Table 4) has azimuthal limits of c. 53°
east and west of the north celestial pole (NCP) for the mean latitude range of Ireland. The NCP is a
specific but conspicuous point in the heavens which, if it were demarcated by a star, would appear to
be stationary. In the northern hemisphere, it is the intersection point of the rotation axis of the earth
with the celestial sphere. Any star whose angular distance from the NCP is less than the latitude of the
observer is circumpolar. These stars appear to revolve in a counter-clockwise manner about the NCP
due to the rotation of the earth. An observer facing the NCP will also be looking due north, the
opposite of due south where the sun culminates in the sky at local noon. Significantly, circumpolar
stars remain visible for the whole of every night throughout every year. On this, Krupp (1997: 19)
states ‘As the hub of the most fundamental movement in the sky, the sky’s north pole confers
significance to one direction, the direction in which it resides’. Bernadette Brady (2015) writing on
naked-eye astronomy related to the Old Kingdom Pyramid Texts of Egypt, and drawing on Bradshaw
(1990) and Davis (1977), describes ‘the holiness that the Egyptians attributed to the northern part of
the sky’ and how ‘their entire universe hung from the northern pole’. Brady further states that ‘Upon
their death, the divine kings, not only had the right to re-join these stars but were required to do so
for the cosmic health of the nation’. This ancient textual evidence, although from another culture,

points to religious concern and symbolic importance being attributed to circumpolar stars and the
north sky.
The second region, S2 in Fig. 4 and Table 4, is bounded by the northerly rising and setting limits of
the sun on the horizon. This has an angular width of c. 46° east and west of the NCP. The sun will never
rise or set in S2. The third region, S3 in Fig. 4 and Table 4, is bounded by the northerly rising and setting
limits of the moon. This has an angular with of c. 36° east and west of the NCP. Similarly, the moon
will never rise or set in this zone. Astronomically, the maximum value of the moon’s declination will
vary over the period of a complete cycle of the nodes which lasts c. 18.6 years (Hatfield, 1969: 4).
Expressed differently, the maximum northerly azimuthal limits of lunar rise and set for the latitude
range of Ireland, though infrequent, occur only in years of greatest annual lunar standstill.
Regions S1, S2 and S3 each define a horizontal field of vision centred about true north, each being
c. 106° wide (the region of circumpolar stars), c. 92° wide (the region beyond the northerly limits of
sunrise and sunset) and c. 72° wide (the region beyond the greatest northerly limits of moonrise and
moonset) respectively. For low-precision naked-eye viewing purposes, as would have been the case
for sky watchers in the prehistoric past, these zones are advisedly merged into one entity termed
simply here as the Arc of the Northern Sky.
The belief systems and ritual practices of communities who erected the passage tombs in Ireland
and beyond are clearly unknowable. There is, as described earlier, general acceptance by
archaeologists that Neolithic tomb builders choose locations for topographical vantage, intervisibility
and proximity to an otherworld—conceived as the abode or realm of the deities, perhaps. The
hypothesis argued here, and backed by spatial data, is that a view of the distant horizon was important
and preferred above intermediate and restricted horizon ranges at the majority of passage tombs. The
horizon scan data is also hinting at human interest in a distinctive and culturally meaningful sector—
the northern horizon. This lies explicitly and discernibly beyond the northerly rising and setting limits
of the moon and sun and is bounded/delimited by stars which can never set. This is easily determined
by mere observation with the unaided eye. Significantly, if the sky and horizon line are viewed in any
planetarium software, the apparent motions of the sun and moon looking due south are strikingly
perceived as being clockwise or right-handed. In the opposite direction, looking due north, the
apparent motion of all circumpolar stars is demonstrably anti-clockwise or left-handed. This simple
and obvious natural opposition is a duality which makes for a compelling argument/hypothesis—that
the spirits of the dead released by the fires of cremation travelled into the north sky, rising above the
distant horizon in that direction to join with the immortal ancestral spirits in an imagined otherworld.
In summary, scenic analysis has revealed that visibility of the distant horizon surrounding most
Irish passage tombs was strongly preferred. Moreover, the greatest frequency of such views coincides
with a specific sector of the horizon, firstly, lying beyond the northerly rising and setting limits of the
sun and moon and, secondly, framed by the region of circumpolar stars. Might such an orientated
view of the heavens point to a new element in the cosmology of the Neolithic? If ever such existed,
might this reflect underlying principles that are culturally meaningful, linked to funerary and mortuary
processing of the dead and the perceived journey of their spirits to join with the ancestors in the realm
of the northern sky? Inferentially, was the northern sky a domain considered to be the ancestral
world?

6

Death, North and the Otherworld

The passage tomb tradition in Ireland began after the beginning of the fourth millennium BC and ‘is
synonymous with the emergence of novel subsistence and settlement patterns but also with the
contemporaneous appearance of new ritual and mortuary traditions, part of which was specially

constructed tombs with an accessible chamber’ (Eogan & Cleary, 2017: 739). Construction, especially
of the three mega-tombs at Newgrange, Knowth and Dowth in the Boyne Valley Co. Meath, was a
complex feat of engineering achievement involving the local community over an extended period
lasting for at least a generation perhaps. These monuments share many common features including
hilltop clustering, emphasised entrance facades, decorated structural stones, communal interment of
adults and children, and deposition of grave goods. The orientation and alignment of the chambers
and passages is now more fully documented and understood; some have solstitial astronomical
alignment of the virtual axis while many more are found to face elevationally higher focal tombs and
related cairns.
Not far from the Boyne Valley lie Fourknocks I and II passage tombs, also in Co. Meath. Cooney
and Condit (2005) contend that the elaborate cruciform architecture of tomb I, the incised megalithic
art and the elevated setting and commanding views of the landscape, suggest people in the Neolithic
ordered their world, related to a ‘complex and fluid set of religious meanings’. Interestingly, and
perhaps significantly, Fourknocks I, having an azimuth 7° and astronomical declination +36°, has a
distinctly northerly orientation, well beyond the limits of the lunar-solar arc of the horizon. The field
of vision from the burial chamber frames the prominent Cooley Mountains in the same direction.
Surveys of the island’s tombs by the author also show that c. 20% of the sites with extant chambers
and passages have their axial orientations similarly facing the northern sky delimited by the sectors
S1, S2 and S3 in Fig. 4. The null hypothesis is that the observed data are sampled from a population
with the expected frequencies. A simple two-tailed chi-squared test of the relative frequencies of this
phenomenon suggests (c2 = 9.9, p = 0.04) that the data are not from the same distribution and the
null hypothesis is rejected. A focussed discussion of any significance attaching to the horizon and sky
beyond the lunar-solar arc is thus warranted, referencing culturally different ethnographic and
archaeological sources which post-date the Neolithic. This strategy is backed by Jung (1990: 58) who,
writing on the manifestations of symbolic images perceived by the senses (archetypes) in humans
everywhere, agues these to be ‘without known origin’ and, more relevant to this discussion,
’reproduce themselves in any time or in any part of the world—even where transmission by direct
descent or ‘’cross fertilization’’ though migration must be ruled out’.
Early twentieth century ethnographic studies of the many societies inhabiting Indonesia reveal
that the ghosts of the dead, released by the smoke of cremation, travelled in the direction from which
the ancestors were believed to have come. Locally, for the Tobada of Central Celebes, that direction
was north, the land of the dead (Perry, 1915: 145). A description of celestially-related orientation of
the dead in northern Italy documents how the body of an Etruscan ruler was laid to rest to face the
gods believed to live in the north (Rose, 1922: 135). Amongst the indigenous peoples of North
America, the smoke from the fires of cremation were widely thought to be a means by which the spirit
was transported to join with the ancestors in the sky and thus secure immortality (James, 1928).
Similarly in North America, the Omaha people had deep cultural ties to the sky and earth (Ridington,
1988). In that culture, beliefs were emphatically symbolised in the architectural layout of their
dwelling structures. The Huthuga, a circular layout of their tribal villages, reflected the Omaha belief
system with the entrance to the complex facing east, the direction of the rising sun. Adult males were
categorised as Earth People and Sky people. The latter, responsible for the spiritual needs of the
community, lived exclusively in the north-half of the layout, the direction symbolically linked with the
sky.
Elsewhere, the Maya civilisation of Mesoamerica identified north by using the zenith position of
the sun. North represented the realm of deceased god-kings, identified by the region of the pole star.
This cosmology was further conceptually realised by their platform temples being aligned south-north
toward the abode of the god-kings (Wightman, 2007: 908). Regionally closer to home, Andreas
Nordberg (2009) describes how in Old Norse mythology, ‘death was a cosmic drama, altering human

existence in the most dramatic way’ and, after a liminal period, the spirit was united with the ancestors
in the Other World situated in the north. He also found evidence of religious symbolism in two round
stone settings at a grave-field at Sylta, near Stockholm, Sweden. These structures date to c. 500 AD,
were built of perfectly round stone packing covered by gravel, and contained cremated human
remains. What is important here is Nordberg’s finding by excavation of infilling of the grave with
stones laid in a counter-clockwise direction, interpreted as showing an opposition to the sun’s
movement. He argues this pattern of deposition had symbolic meaning, connected to death, and that
‘the World of the Dead was reverse, upside-down and opposite to its counterparts in the world of the
living’.
Each of the above examples demonstrate how the horizon and sky in the northern direction
symbolised journeys of the dead to the afterlife, contrasting with the life and light giving properties of
the sun and moon symbolised by the inverse sector of the horizon and sky in which these celestial
bodies rise, culminate and set. Such ethnographic accounts also reveal the variability of mortuary and
funerary practices which accompanied the rituals associated with death. Can these ideas be validly
retro-applied to the more distant prehistoric past, the period predating the Early Medieval in Ireland
and Britain (c. AD 400)? Can such enquiry inform our understanding of the beliefs and traditions
related to life, death and the afterlife in the Neolithic?
Pushing back in time then, a link between the north direction and death is claimed in the
archaeological re-examination of human remains discovered during excavations of an Iron Age hillfort
in Broxmouth, East Lothian, in Scotland. The site had three distinct entities and zones: a formal
cemetery outside the hillfort, isolated graves within the ramparts and scattered disarticulated bones.
The cemetery, located on the extreme north side of the hill as far from the entrance to the complex
as was possible, is thought to reflect an association with darkness and death (Armit, 2013).
Archaeoastronomical investigation of the Bronze Age recumbent stone circle in Tomnaverie,
Scotland by Liz Henty (2014) argues how solar, lunar and stellar movements in the winter sky were
likely sacred to the builders and monumentally enshrined. Henty hypothesises that Bronze Age ideas
about death were ‘mirrored in the sky’ and, drawing on an interview with the archaeologist Richard
Bradley, reports that Bradley now considers ‘circles as being related to the sky and to light; and since
they face the dark part of the sky where light decreases, this is how they are linked to the dead and
the idea of going down into the underworld’.
Of greatest interest here is whether reverence for the sky was shaped by perceptions of the local
topography, especially an orientated regard for the liminal horizon where celestial bodies seemingly
travelled out of, and into, the imagined underworld. If such was ever the case, did such veneration
identify with the sector of sky characterised by the region of imperishable circumpolar stars lying
beyond the lunar-solar arc of the horizon where stars can neither rise nor set? Furthermore, was there
a sacred belief that the spirits of the dead joined with the ancestors in this, outside of mid-summer,
perpetually darkest region of the sky? In considering spatial order and cosmology in Phase 1 and 2 at
Stonehenge, Pollard and Ruggles (2001) argue that ‘a multiplicity of meanings and symbolic references
were embodied in attendant depositional practices’ at that monument. Referencing other scholars,
they consider the symbolism of body directions at the site and how these relate back to ideas of
sidedness, left and right. In that model, ‘Left’ is associated with darkness and evil, the cardinal
directions west or north equate to the world of the profane, weakness and death. Whether the north
sky was ever explicitly regarded as the abode of the ancestral spirits is not specifically considered.

7

Broader Contexts—New Horizons

Archaeological and anthropological thought on prehistoric ritual and religion are crucial to broadening
our understanding of the belief systems and traditions of preliterate societies. Such enquiry takes us
on a journey, in search of the unknowable, in a sense. Unlike the security of ethnographic evidence or
the tangibility of material culture retrieved by archaeological excavation, enquiry into the intangible
nature of lost traditions and belief systems is a perilous journey into the unknown. The formulation of
ideas and theory imposes a burden of rigorous duty of care—in the methodological procurement of
data and in the derivation of culturally contextualised interpretations. As scholars, we are fortunate
to have a relevant body of developed literature providing a framework for different research
approaches and consensus drawn from peer thinking. This provides a reliable platform to explore the
distant past and the inhabitants of these islands (e.g. Bell, 1997; Gibson, 1998; Insoll, 2011; LewisWilliams, 2010).
Passage tombs are one of several distinctly different prehistoric traditions in Ireland, representing
the surviving expressions of our earliest religious architecture. Typologically, they are regarded as the
monumental pinnacle of the megalithic tomb building tradition. Such claims are justified given their
elaborate architectural form in many cases and the prevalence of developed inscribed and incised
megalithic art on the structural stones; over 80% of all such art in Western Europe is found here.
Attributes such as landscape setting, elevation separateness from other types, entrances facing other
tombs and related cairns located at higher elevations in every case, and the solstitial alignment of
some burial chambers and passages are a striking characteristic. Their marginally later chronology
than the court and portal tombs, taken in conjunction with these attributes, could suggest the
emergence of a new and different cosmology. The hypothesis put forward here could lend support to
that thesis. The central idea is that the starry elements of the celestial dome were not only regarded
and revered but that the northern sector of the distant horizon, and the northern sky, may have played
a key role in the funerary function of the tombs and the belief system of the tomb builders.
Archaeological opinion has moved demonstrably towards acceptance of the idea that skyscape
and culture are inseparable. Indeed, writing on monumentality in the Neolithic, Chris Scarre states
‘The symbolism of monuments draws not only on forms and materials taken from the landscape but
also on the movements of the sun, moon, stars, potent elements in the mythological and cosmological
understanding of Western and non-Western societies alike. Such relationships enhance the potency
of monuments’ (Scarre, 2011: 18–19). In this chapter, the idea is advanced that passage tombs and
related cairns drew religious inspiration from the summits of locally high terrain, enshrined meaning
from the liminal distant horizon to the north, and imbued the darkest region of that sky with the
symbolism of death linked to a belief that the spirits of those interred within the burial chambers
journeyed to the afterlife in that direction, the abode of the ancestors.
In his Opus Magnum ‘Astronomy in Prehistoric Britain and Ireland’, Clive Ruggles advocates how
‘there is a pressing need to examine further evidence on the location and design of monuments in
relation to the contemporary landscape, but in a systematic way. This will enable us to question, and
ultimately improve, a range of ideas about the ways in which symbolic relationships between
monuments and the surrounding terrain and sky reflected contemporary world-views’ (Ruggles, 1999:
156). The data, hypothesis and discussion presented in this chapter is a response to Clive’s aim in that
regard.
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